
 

What’s New In this Edition 
Here at TecAlliance we always appreciate your feedback. Along with general improvements in 

features and bug fixes we picked the best suggestions and incorporated them in the CCU software for 

all our customers. The main changes until version 6.97a built 2479 are: 
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CCU Configuration Buttons 
The CCU User Module contains configuration buttons which can be very useful when using the 

application.  For example, when you’re using CCU and you can’t find that window you just opened, 

there’s a button to reset the location of all windows.  

You will find the settings in Program  Configuration.  

 

Some new options are: 

▪ Show checkbox-icon in tree for checks/updates last: 
Fill in the number of days the checkbox-icon will stay visible. 

▪ Use XP style Gray windows: 
For the classic CCU look. 

▪ Use Font: 
Select a Font size for CCU. 

▪ Reset Application Browse Column Width: 
This button resets the column settings, for example the saved width of a column.  When 
pressing this button, the column settings will be set to the default again. 

▪ Reset windows locations: 
With this button you will reset the locations of windows in CCU. 

▪ Clear Windows ‘SaveAs’ locations: 
You can use this button to clear all the previously used ‘SaveAs’ locations, for example when 
you want to save a Microsoft Word document.  When resetted, the appliction will use the 
standard location My Documents again.  
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CCU HMD Solver buttons 
There are several functions in the HMD Solver.  It is recommended to run this analysis after every 

update.  The HMD-solver can be found in the CCU User Module under Program >> HMD Solver.  

We will explain some of them: 

▪ Use the Analyze button if you want to see the changed vehicles of the chosen 

Headarticlegroup.  

 

 
 

▪ The HMD Solver will show results with the options to show or export a list of vehicles that 

have been modified.  When solving, deleting or transferring you accept the change that has 

been made according to the ‘Deleting Status’.  You will see what has been changed by double 

clicking on a result. 

Pro-tip: 

Select the categories (Make/Model/Modelcode/Enginecode etc) that may affect your linked articles.  

Some categories never affect linked articles (e.g. a change in Generation), so they can be solved right 

away.  Please pay special attention when solving categories like Enginecode.  When an Enginecode is 

ADDED to a vehicle, always verify that the linked articles also apply to this new Enginecode.  If this is 

not the case then make a restriction in the application attributes for the CURRENT Enginecode.  

Perform the same when the Enginecode is changed or deleted.  The same logic must be applied to all 

categories where a change in the vehicle specification may affect your linked articles. 

Important Note:  

Although you can select which categories (Make/Model/Modelcode/Enginecode etc) may affect your 

linked articles, you must ALWAYS check the following categories: 

▪ Year from: 

▪ Year To: 

It is also recommended to check the TecDoc category to trace any changes to the linked K-Typ and N-

Typ numbers. 

General Note:  
if you select the New Vehicles added category there’s a Clear selection button instead of the Solve 
button.  If you select the Deleted Vehicles and TecDoc there’s a Transfer button instead of the Solve 
button.  
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Commercial Remark added on Product application & article data 

Export-run 
The Commercial Remark can now also be exported via the Product application and article data 

Export-run: 

 

 

 

 

Ranking for Cross records 
It is now possible to rank cross-numbers in CCU.  Please activate this function in the CCU Supervisor 

module (Internal tables >> Configuration >> Enable Cross-ranking).  

Activate this functionality per user via the following sequence: 

Internal Tables >> Users >> [Select user] >> [Sheet] Authorization >> 

 Cross ranking Up/Down and/or Cross Ranking [L].  
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A filled 001.DAT will now be automatically exported from the TecDoc 

Export module 
In the past an empty 001.XXXX file was exported from the TecDoc Export module.  We have now 

changed the software so that a FILLED 001.XXXX file will now be exported from the software.  The 

001.XXXX file cannot be selected manually but will be automatically exported when you use the 

TecDoc Export module. 

 

New PM Solver Overview screen and functionalities 
The PM Solver has got an new overview screen and new functionalities: 

  

The Attributes solver has been split into the Clean Attributes and a Clean Linkages solver modules: 

▪ Clean Attributes: Reset the application attributes back to the OE attributes.  

▪ Clean Linkages: Delete any linkages that cannot be verified according to the OE data 

research. 

We also added two additional reports: 

▪ Possible OE Cleaning: Possibly clean any OE numbers that cannot be verified according to 

the OE data research.  

▪ Possible Article Supersession: Check for article numbers that possibly can be superseded. 
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Search function CCU SV 
We’ve added a search function when selecting a value for TecDoc Criteria in CCUSV.exe.  This will 

make it easier to find a value when changing a TBLAVA record. 

In CCUSV.exe, click on internal tables and select Attribute Table Values (AVA). 
Select a row and click the Change button. 
 

 
 
 
 
In the next screen, click the […] button to 
choose a TecDoc Criterion for this category: 
 

In this screen you can filter e.g., by Description: 
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CCU ChangeLog 
 

CCU 6.94a: 

========== 

 

ADDED: - Region Selection Application Detail Level 

ADDED: - Additional Language in Select Attribute Values 

ADDED: - URL drawing in extended export (201709016) 

ADDED: - URL drawing in import article attributes (201709016) 

ADDED: - Filter function for TecDoc / AVA selections (201709013) 

 

CCU 6.95a: 

========== 

ADDED: - Region Filter for Product Application & Article Data Export Run (U2) 

ADDED: - Region Filter for Update Application 

ADDED: - Region Authorization per user (View/Update) 

ADDED: - Set multiple excluded articles 

ADDED: - Sequence OE Ranking for Product Application & Article Data Export Run (U2) 

ADDED: - Exclude article for complete Level / HAG 

ADDED: - Option to select background color for read-only fields of application 

ADDED: - 20 additional drawings on article level 

ADDED: - Import function for drawings and URL on article level 

ADDED: - Right-click on article detail sheets for quick selection 

CHANGED: - New Look-and-Feel 

FIX: - Disappearing columns on application screen article 

FIX: - Copy AAA now includes pre/postfix for date from/to fields (201711011) 

FIX: - Level 16..20 articles were not displayed on the application browse window (201709028) 

 

CCU 6.95b: 

========== 

ADDED: - Graph function for RC sheet 

ADDED: - Import tool for RC and Memo fields 
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ADDED: - Filter cross on articlegroup (201712003) 

ADDED: - Article size info on article QuickView (201711033) 

ADDED: - User option to use old-style windows / font 

FIX: - Select articlegroup for AAA pre-/postfix didn't show all columns (201711012) 

FIX: - Invalid MAM column for Export Run (201711023) 

FIX: - Copy articles on group level from application screen didn't work (201711026) 

FIX: - Colors on PM Solver screen adjusted 

FIX: - Table related attribute on extended screen had button on wrong position 

FIX: - Added border to the small article drawing 

FIX: - Deleted border of selection in search-screen 

FIX: - Right-click articleattributes 

FIX: - Checked icon on application browse article 

FIX: - Errors in article-browse when sorting on makes 

FIX: - Display of checked icon in application browse articles 

FIX: - Copy of multiple levels on application screen 

FIX: - Open pdf documents on article screen 

FIX: - Hand cursor on screen when using url attribute 

FIX: - Partslist remark header in export (201712012) 

FIX: - Extended autorisation for drawings 11-20 (201801001) 

FIX: - Selecting empty article tabs (201801002) 

FIX: - HMD Solver doubleclick (201801004) 

FIX: - Memo's for extended attribute sheets (201801025) 

 

CCU 6.95c: 

========== 

ADDED: - User option to select font + size for CCU 

FIX: - Batch Price import when file does not exist 

 

CCU 6.96a build 2467 

==================== 

ADDED: - Additional columns Modelrange/Model/Generation added to PM Solver Gaps (201711030) 

ADDED: - Added user TA-MAA for helpdesk purposes 
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CHANGE: - Default article picture is visible now even when not defined as first drawing. 

CHANGE: - Added TecAlliance user-id for support purposes 

CHANGE: - HMD Solver Transferred vehicles (201711002+201712007) 

FIX: - Issue with PM Solver Health Gauge (201711031) 

FIX: - Invalid Gap identification, only first correct when multiple kTypNrs for the same EngineCode are 

linked (201712014) 

FIX: - PM Solver Attributes Bug (201801033+201801041) 

FIX: - OE-numbers starting with leading zero when checking partslist 

FIX: - Export Run when pasting very large number of vehicles/articles 

FIX: - Export Strip Content Checklist error when having too many strip errors 

 

CCU 6.96a build 2468 

==================== 

FIX: - 'Only for' countries in vehicle info (201802005) [107106] 

FIX: - MAM export data (201710016) [105043] 

FIX: - MAM export engine code 14 proof (201801008) [105973] 

 

CCU 6.97a build 2477 

==================== 

ADDED: - Commercial Remark added on Product application and article data Export-run 

ADDED: - Ranking for Cross records 

ADDED: - OE-number formatting 

ADDED: - OE-number linking 

ADDED: - 001.DAT in TecDoc export 

CHANGED: - Added additional status fields to report Double OE References (201803003) 

CHANGED: - Application Data for articles with tecdoc status 12 is no longer exported to TecDoc 

CHANGED: - Excel layout for article status analysis + including unlinked articles 

CHANGED: - PM Solver initial screen layout (201803000) [110542] 

CHANGED: - Split attributes and clean linkages in PM solver (201801038) [108176] 

FIX: - Inserting Manual defined Plus-Engines (201803002) 

FIX: - Selecting second sheet with drawings (201803004) 

FIX: - Export Run when region selection = China [113473] 
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FIX: - Use selected brand when inserting OE-reference for Engine 

FIX: - Strip Draw Tool Analysis when removing accessory pipe-connector (201801047) [111913] 

FIX: - Wait-cursor during bulk article status update 

FIX: - Import OE File - Header row error (201804000) [115404] 

FIX: - Import OE file - Unknown Type or Invalid Article [115442] 

 

CCU 6.97a build 2479 

==================== 

ADDED: - PMSolver Color Configuration [116689] 

ADDED: - PMSolver Clean OE Function to remove OE numbers which do no longer appear in the OE 

research data [116657] 

ADDED: - Option to hide excluded articles on Filled Only [117257] 

ADDED: - Option copy application attributes 51-70 + memo's (TA Internal Only) [117259] 

ADDED: - Country Selection in Gap Analysis [11244] 

ADDED: - Function to mark HMD numbers in Application Browse [115826] 

FIX: - MAM Export Process (201804016) [117436] 

FIX: - Cross Exports didn't use picture mask [117439] 

FIX: - HMD Solver Export for Model selection [116338] 

FIX: - HMD Solver bug in TecDoc category [113590] 

FIX: - Exhaust OE Strips [116573] 

FIX: - PMSolver Screen Update [116673] + [116657] 

FIX: - PMSolver Article Supersession proposal [116673] 

FIX: - Import Articles performance + text fields 

FIX: - Importing OE file with no header [116564] 

FIX: - HMD Solver Row Selection and Right-mouse click (201804012) [116553] 

FIX: - Empty lines in Gap Analysis for non-HMD vehicles [117676] 
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